
Wednesday 21st October 2020

Key Stage 1 SATs Information Evening



Aims

• What are the end of Key Stage 

assessments?

• An outline of the tasks and tests

• Teacher assessment

• The results

• What you can do to help?



What are the end of Key Stage 

assessments?
• Children are assessed in reading, 

writing, mathematics and science.

• The emphasis is on teacher 
assessment.

• The children are assessed throughout 
the year.

• The tests are used to inform final 
teacher judgements.

.



What will be tested?

Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation 

Paper 1 – Spelling (approx. 15 minutes)

Paper 2 – Questions (approx. 20 minutes)

English Reading 

Paper 1 (approx. 30 minutes)

Paper 2 (approx. 40 minutes)

Maths 

Paper 1 – Arithmetic (approx. 20 minutes)

Paper 2 – Reasoning (approx. 35 minutes)



When will the tests be conducted?

The Year 2 tests will be administered 

during May 2021.



Teacher Assessment

There is no test for writing; assessment of 

writing will be conducted via teacher 

assessment.

In Key Stage 1, the emphasis is on teacher 
assessment, the tests support this judgement.



Writing Teacher Assessment

• Evidence is taken from a number of pieces 

of work.

• Evidence of each assessment point in at 

least 6 pieces of work.

• Writing needs to be for a range of purposes.

• Writing needs to be completed 

independently.



Reading Teacher Assessment

- Guided Reading;

- Individual Reading;

- Shared Reading;

- Reading tasks (e.g. comprehensions, 

reading journal activities).



Maths Assessment

• Work in class;

• Discussion;

• Observation;

• Problem solving activities; 

• Guided work.



What are we assessing?

There is clear criteria we assess against:

- Working towards expected level

- Working at expected level

- Working at greater depth

This criteria is now secure fit, the children must meet all 

criteria to be awarded the level.  









What do the children understand 

about these assessments?

Children will know they are taking part in 

assessments.

The children are generally excited for the 

challenge!



Moderation

How can you be sure of our 

judgements?

- Clear criteria to assess against and 

guidance from DfE and LA;

- Internal moderation;

- External moderation.



Results

Outcomes of the Key Stage 1 tests will be converted 

into ‘scaled scores’, not levels using the conversion 

tables provided.

These scores help to inform teacher assessment.  

From our evidence and the test results, it will be 

reported whether the children are working towards 

expected level, at expected level or at greater 

depth.



The Results

Results of teacher assessment are reported to the 

Local Authority and Department for Education.

An overall result will be shared with you in our end of 

Summer term reports and will contain whether 

children are working towards, at or working at greater 

depth.



What can you do to help?

• Read together every day and ask questions about 
the story. 

• Use number problems in every day life, at the shops, 
on the bus and telling the time etc.

• Keep working on the spellings each week. 



What can you do to help?

• Children do not need to undertaken 

specific ‘test’ revision at home.

• Children are already familiar with the 

question types through work in school.



• Feel free to have a look at the sample test 

papers on the desks.

• Sample papers are available on 

www.gov.uk/sta.

• If you have any questions, please don’t 

hesitate to ask us.

What next?



Questions?

• We are happy to answer any questions you 

may have regarding the Year 2 National 

Curriculum tests.

• If you have a question regarding your child’s 

individual progress please arrange an 

appointment to speak to staff on a one-to-

one basis.



Thank you for your time.


